A M o o n for N ig h t O w ls

JANUARY

After midnight, the third-quarter Moon presents a smooth-shavenface. The great "seas,"such as Mare Imbrium
in the upper halfof this month's image, contrast with the lunar mountains which dominate the terminator
between light and darkness. The sweeping arc of the lunar Appenines points to the rayed crater Copernicus.
Photo by Jay Ouellet

Times in the upper half of the daily boxes
are in the 24-hour clock; times in the lower
half are given In the 12-hour clock.
Eastern time is used, except for rise and
set events which are given in local time.
Detailed instructions on adjusting times
for location are given in the back pages.
Please see back pages for photo details
and additional information about this
calendar.

"... the Moon, whose Orb
Through Optic Glass the Tuscan Artist views
At Evening from the top of Fesole,
Or in Valdarno, to descry new Lands.
Rivers or Mountains In her spotty Globe."
Milton, Paradise Lost
•Galileo

B ig and B right in South ern Skies

FEBRUARY

The northern Andromeda and Whirlpool galaxies here yield to southern counterparts, NGC253 in Sculptor
and, to its left, M83 in Hydra. In the eyepiece, the diameter of NGC253 rivals the Moon, and its mottled,
dusty arms invite careful scrutiny The dynamic spiral arms of M83 suggest a gigantic reversed “S."
C C D images by Jack Newton

C ep heus’ "R osette”

MARCH

This huge, annular region of excited hydrogen (IC1396) in Cepheus is much larger than its brighter namesake,
the Rosette in Monoceros. Special digitalprocessing techniques heighten the contrast between the glowing annulus
and its dark clouds, which stand out likefingers. Especially striking is vdB142,just to right of centre.
Composite o f photos by Peter Ceravolo and Rajiv Gupta

A Porthole to the Stars

From horizon to horizon, the Milky Way provides an avalanche o f stars that gives way to the Great Rift of
dark matter at the lower right. Red, star-farming regions of hydrogen, also seen elsewhere in this Calendar,
pepper the galactic plane. At the left, the bright new stars o f the Pleiades and Hyades begin their careers.

APRIL

Photo by Peter Ceravolo

"When I behold this goodly Frame, this World
Of Heav'n and Earth consisting, and compute
Their magnitudes, this Earth a spot, a grain,
An Atom, with the Firmament compar'd
And all her number'd Stars, that seem to roll
Spaces incomprehensible ..."
Milton, Paradise Lost

D ark C lo u d s at th e G alactic C entre

MAY

The heart of the Milky Way is a complex mixture of bright star clouds and great, irregular regions o f dark
matter. Lighting up those regions are emission nebulae such as the Lagoon (M8) at the top and the Cat's Paw
(NGC6334) at the lower right. The degree o f darkness at the galactic core may seem surprising.
Photo by Ben Gendre

T h e Pelican N ebula

JUNE

Lyingjust below Deneb, the brightest star in Cygnus, the Pelican is large but elusive, especially to the visual
observer. It nonetheless reveals its exquisite detail and delicate gradations of contrast in this image, which
records varying intensities of bright emissions and their embedded dark areas such as the Pelicans eye.
Photo by Rajiv Gupta

"A wonderful bird is the pelican;
His bill can hold more than his belican;
He can take in his beak
Food enough lor a week,
But I’m damned if I see how the helican!"
Dixon Merritt

T h e Veil N eb u la in a D ifferen t L ight

JULY

The outstandingfeatures of this image of the eastern arc o f the Veil supernova remnant are its justice to fine
structural details and its meticulous rendering o f colours —from the red of hydrogen to the green of oxygen,
with an astonishing palette o f combinations to produce yellows, oranges, and touches of crimson and ruby
Composite o f photos by Rajiv Gupta and John Mirtle

"Roll on ye stars! exult in youthful prime,
Mark with bright curves the printless steps of time..
Flowers of the sky! ye too to age must yield,
Frail as your silken sisters of the field."
Erasmus Darwin (Grandfather of Charle s Darwin)

T h e Antares R egion

AUGUST

Here is a panoply ofemission, reflection, and dark nebulae. Theyellow nebulosity around bright Antares arises
from reflection offits own ejected material, unlike blue nebulae which resultfrom reflection offdust passing near
a star. Red emission regions complete an impressive array of colours in contrast to the regions darkfingers.
Photo by Ben Gendre

T h e H eart o f th e N orth ern C ross

SEPTEMBER

The region of Gamma Cygni is a meeting place of great diversity. Next to Gamma, a finger of dark matter
interrupts glowing clouds of hydrogen, which shade off into the less intense but larger nebulosities to the right.
At the lower right, Van Gogh's Ear (NGC6888) is powered by the intense energy of a Wolf-Rayet star.
Composite o f photos by John Mirtle and Murray Paulson

J o i n i n g O r i o n T o g e th e r : A N e b u l a r C o m p le x
Where does a cloud begin or end? The breathtaking sweep o f this image runs from the Horsehead a t the lower
left to the Orion N ebula a t the upper right. W hat this image makes clear is that a ll its objects are bathed in a
complex o f nebulosity m ade up o f sheets, swirls, a n d loops that pervade Orion's southern reaches.

OCTOBER

Composite o f photos by Peter Ccravolo and John Mirtle

The Heavens...are now seen to resemble
a luxuriant garden, which contains the greatest
variety of productions, in different flourishing
beds; and one advantage we may at least
reap from it is that we can, as it were,
extend the range of our experience to an
immense duration."
William Herschel

T h e Butterfly Aurora

NOVEMBER

Aurora-watchers often behold coloured streamers and curtains, which are especially captivating when they
ripple andflash. Here, an unusual shapef urther delights the observer as excited atmospheric oxygen and
nitrogen appear to do a different dance in vivid colours that are most intense photographically.
Photo by Leo Brodeur

A R in g o f P ro m in e n ces

Cycles of solar activity run over approximately 11 years. In the current period of maximum activity, an
eclipse is more likely to revealf lares and prominences, as shown dramatically by this image from 1988 during
the last maximum. Lookfor loops in the prominences as theyfollow the magneticfields of the Sun.

DECEMBER

P h o to b y R a n d y A t t w o o d

"Beam of the Sun!
What wilt thou be about, fa r seeing one,
O mother of mine eyes. O star supreme.
In time ot day
Reft from us? Why, O why hast thou perplexed
The might of man.
And wisdom 's way.
Rushing forth on a darksome track?"
PINDAR, Paean IX
Greek lyric poet (c 518 - c. 438 B.C.)
On the solar eclipse of April 30,463 B.C.

The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada Observer's Calendar

How to Use this Calendar
A pictorial representation of the Moon’s phase at midday is
given in each daily box. The size of the Moon in the Calen
dar varies from day to day reflecting the change in the appar
ent size of the Moon in the sky as it moves closer to or further
from the Earth.
Daily Moon and weekly Sun rise and set times, and the times
of Moon phases, are shown in the top portion of the boxes.
If no Moon rise or set time is given, this event occurs the next
day. Special astronomical events, such as eclipses, meteor
showers, occultations, interesting planetary events, and equi
noxes and solstices, are given at the bottom of the boxes.
The Calendar lists events observable in some part of Canada
or the United States. Days on which particularly interesting
phenomena occur are highlighted with light green shading.
Detailed information on all events, including their visibility from
particular locations, may be determined by consulting the
RASC Observer’s Handbook.

Adjusting Times for Actual Location
All times are adjusted for Daylight Savings Time. Moon
phases and special events are given in Eastern time. The
user’s local time for events other than Moon and Sun rise
and set may be determined by converting the given time to
the user's time zone (e.g.. Pacific time is Eastern time minus
3 hours).
Two sets of rise and set times are given to accommodate
North American observers in mid-northern latitudes. Times
are displayed for locations 50° N latitude and 75° W longitude
and for 40° N, 75° W. The actual times for a given location
must be calculated using the tables at the right.
The tables give corrections in minutes to the tabulated rise
and set times for selected Canadian and US cities. In the
column labelled Correction, an entry such as 50°N + 25
means add 25 minutes to the displayed 50° N time. This
computed time is an approximation. In the column labelled
Accuracy, the approximate maximum error in minutes for
Moon rise and set using this method is indicated. The error
for Sun rise and set is less. These errors can be substantially
reduced by interpolating according to latitude, as explained
in the following section.
Note that the rise and set times calculated using the above
method will be local times. It is not necessary to adjust them
for time zone.

Other Locations, and Improving Accuracy
For locations not listed in the tables to the left, the user should
calculate a correction factor. This amount is +4 minutes for
each degree that the user's location is west of the central
meridian of the user's time zone or - 4 minutes for each de
gree that it is east. This correction factor should be added to
the displayed 50° N or 40° N time for the location whose lati
tude is nearest that of the user's site. The accuracy in min
utes for Moon rise and set can be calculated by multiplying
the difference in latitude between the user's location and that
of the 50° N or 40° N site used by 4.5 and adding 0.2 times
the difference in longitude.
Improvement in accuracy may be obtained for many sites by
interpolating or extrapolating the 50° N and 40° N times de
pending on the user’s latitude. For example, the latitude of
Ottawa is approximately midway between 50° N and 40° N.
An observer in Ottawa can improve accuracy to better than 5
minutes by averaging the given 50° N and 40° N times and
then adding the correction factor for Ottawa, which is 3 min
utes. Western observers may gain additional accuracy by
adding about 10% of the difference between the listed time
and the next day’s time.

The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
Since it was founded in 1890, the RASC has filled a special
role in both amateur and professional astronomy. Today, it
has over 3600 members who share a passion for the night
sky and make contributions to astronomy in many ways.
The RASC has a long tradition of high-quality, volunteerproduced publications. The RASC Observer's Handbook has
been published since 1908 and is recognized worldwide as
the leading handbook of its type. The Journal, now in its
93rd year of publication, contains articles of interest to
amateur and professional astronomers. The Beginner's
Observing Guide is an introduction to the night sky for the
novice observer, and the RASC Observer's Calendar is a
forum for astrophotography by members of the Society.
For information on joining the Society, or to order an RASC
publication, contact the National Office at:
136 Dupont Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5R 1V2
888-924-7272 (toll free) or 416-924-7973
rasc@rasc.ca

www.rasc.ca

January: A M oon fo r N ig h t O wls.

The P hotos and the C alendar

2-second exposure on Kodak

Technical Pan black-and-white film using a 5-inch Astro-Physics re
fractor at f/12, sandwiched with an unexposed and developed colour

The computer played a central role in every aspect
of this calendar's production. Photos were scanned
using a flatbed scanner and digitally processed us
ing Adobe Systems' Photoshop and Auriga
Imaging's RegiStar. Monthly grids with data were
generated using specially written software.
All photographs were taken by members of the
RASC, with details given at the right.
Editing and Production
Rajiv Gupta (gupta@interchange.ubc.ca)
Editorial Assistance
Randy Attwood
Doug George
David Lane
Anu Nayar
Gary Seronik
Photographs
Randy Attwood (Toronto)
Leo Brodeur (Kingston)
Peter Ceravolo (Ottawa)
Ben Gendre (Edmonton)
Rajiv Gupta (Vancouver)
John Mirtle (Calgary)
Jack Newton (Victoria)
Jay Ouellet (Quebec)
Murray Paulson (Edmonton)
Monthly Grids and Astronomical Data
Rajiv Gupta
David Lane
Patrick Kelly

negative and printed on colour photographic paper (Jay Ouellet),
then additionally processed using P hotoshop.
February Big and Bright in Southern Skies. 5-minute red-filtered, 20minute green-filtered, and 40-minute blue-filtered exposures using a
M eade LX200 16-inch S C T at f/6.2 with a M eade Pictor 1616X T
CCD-camera (Jack Newton).

M arch Cepheus' "Rosette" 165-minute and 210-minute red-filtered
exposures on gas-hypersensitized medium-format Kodak Technical
Pan black-and-white film using a 5-inch f/6 Astro-Physics refractor
(Rajiv Gupta), and 40-minute exposure on Ektachrome E100 colour
film using a 7.2-inch f/2.4 Maksutov astrograph (Peter Ceravolo),
digitally combined using R egiS tar and Photoshop.

April: A Porthole to the Stars. 20-minute exposure on medium-format
Kodak Pro 100 film, piggyback using a 16-mm f/2.8 Minolta fisheye
lens (Peter Ceravolo).

May: Dark Clouds a t the Galactic Centre. 30-minute exposure on m e
dium-format Kodak Pro PPF 400 film, piggyback using a Mamiya
645 camera with a 150-mm lens at f/4.5 (Ben Gendre).

June: The Pelican Nebula. 150-minute and 170-minute red-filtered
exposures on gas-hypersensitized Kodak Technical Pan black-andwhite film and three 65-minute exposures on Kodak Pro PPF 400
colour film, using a 5-inch f/6 Astro-Physics refractor (Rajiv Gupta),
digitally combined using R egiS tar and Photoshop.
July: The Veil Nebula in a Different Light. 100-minute red-filtered expo
sure on gas-hypersensitized Kodak Technical Pan black-and-white

Captions
Lee Johnson

film using a 5-inch f/6 Astro-Physics refractor (Rajiv Gupta) and 50minute exposure on Kodak Gold 400 colour film with a Deep Sky

Historical Anniversaries
Diane Brooks
Peter Broughton
David Chapman

filter using an 8-inch f/6 Newtonian reflector with a cold camera (John
Mirtle), digitally combined using R egiS tar and Photoshop.

August: The Antares Region. Three 30-minute exposures on me
dium-format Kodak Pro PPF 400 film, piggyback using a Mamiya

Literary Quotations
Lee Johnson
Angela Squires

645 cam era with a 150-mm lens at f/4.5 (Ben Gendre), digitally

Digital Film Output
Electronic Colour and Type. Burnaby, B.C.

exposure on gas-hypersensitized Kodak Technical Pan black-andwhite film, piggyback using a 180-mm f/2.8 lens (John Mirtle), and
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back using a 300-mm f/4.5 lens (Murray Paulson), digitally combined

stacked and adjusted using R egiS tar and Photoshop.
September: The Heart o f the Northern Cross. 50-minute red-filtered

15-minute exposure on Kodak PJM Multispeed colour film, piggy
using R egiS tar and Photoshop.
Novem ber: The Butterfly Aurora. 18-second exposure on Kodak 200
Gold film, fixed tripod using a 28-mm f/2.8 lens, taken September
24, 1998 from Cold Lake, Alberta (Leo Brodeur).

C over / O ctober. Join in g O rion Together:
A N ebular Complex. 45-minute exposure
on medium-format Kodak Pro 100 colour
film using a 7 .2 -in c h f/2 .4 M a k s u to v

D ecem ber: A Ring o f Prominences. 1/125th-second exposure on

astrograph (Peter Ceravolo) and 40-minute

Kodachrome 64 using an 8-inch Celestron SCT at f/10, taken during

red-filtered exposure on gas-hypersensi
tized Kodak Technical Pan black-and-white film using an 8-inch f/
1.5 Schm idt c am era (John M irtle), digitally com bined using
R eg iS tar and P hotoshop.

March 18, 1988 total solar eclipse from the Philippines (Randy
Attwood).

“... regions o f lu c id m a tte r taking form,
B rushes o f fire, ha zy gleam s,
C lusters a n d b eds o f w orlds, a n d bee-like sw arm s
O f su ns a n d s ta rry stre a m s ..."
Tennyson, M erlin a n d Vivien

A ll p h o to s in this unique calendar
were taken by amateur astronomers
u sin g o rd in a ry camera lenses and
sm all telescopes. Volunteer members
o f the Royal A stronom ical Society o f
Canada provided all the images and
handled a ll aspects o f this calendar's
assem bly and production.
The calendar gives a com prehensive
lis tin g o f astronom ical data such as
lunar and planetary conjunctions, Sun
and Moon rise and set times, eclipses,
and m ajor m eteor showers.

5 0 ° N 4 0 °N
Set
5:05
5:41
Rise
21:15 20:41
Full Moon
9:55

Total Lunar Eclipse, beginning
7:57 am
visible in W. N. America
Vesta at opposition
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